
The State’s Quest for Total
Information Awareness
by David M. Brown

Efforts to transform the United States
into a surveillance regime on a totalitar-
ian or quasi-totalitarian model are cur-
rently underway.

In addition to attempts to beef up and
make uniform the state driver’s licenses—
thereby blending them into either a de facto
national ID card or the immediate precursor
to one—attempts are also in progress to
impose a “trusted traveler card” on all air
passengers. This card could also be the pre-
cursor to a mandatory national ID card
designed to help the government monitor
your movements. The most ambitious plan
yet to electronically canvass Americans,
however, is the Defense Department’s Total
Information Awareness (TIA) project. The
goal is to rummage through the private
transaction records of everyone in America,
including people who never leave the house.

Congress has put restrictions on the devel-
opment of TIA but so far it has not elimi-
nated the program. Therefore, it is prema-
ture to regard the issue as dead.

In “The Pentagon Ramps up the War on
Privacy” (Ideas on Liberty, April), I pointed
out that at the very least, the TIA database,
if built, would be susceptible to all the errors
and crimes to which all other databases are
susceptible—with the added advantage of
hyper-centralization of our recorded trans-
action data so that a vindictive clerk or ran-

dom hacker need only violate a person’s pri-
vacy once in order to wreak havoc across the
board. I presented some of the history of pri-
vate databases. Perhaps you will not be sur-
prised to learn that governmental databases
are no less subject to blunders and breaches
of security.

“[E]rror rates for Internal Revenue Service
data and programs are typically in the range
of 10 to 20 percent,” report Cato Institute
authors John J. Miller and Stephen Moore.
“A 1989 General Accounting Office study
determined that 20 percent of a sample of
INS data on aliens was incomplete and 11
percent of the files contained erroneous
information. The National Law Journal
reported . . . that INS files on 50,000 Sal-
vadoran and Guatemalan aliens ‘routinely
contained the first and last names in the
wrong order.’ It also discovered that ‘a name
search was impossible because data was
repeatedly entered into the wrong data field,
that misspellings were rampant, and that
numbers were often used in place of letters.’
Even Social Security files have been found to
contain error rates in 5 to 20 percent of
cases.”1 There is no reason to think that any
centralized database forming the hub of a
surveillance regime would be immune to
such errors.

Bad policy is another problem. While
there are no statistical measures of bureau-
cratic lapses in judgment, there is plenty of
anecdotal evidence. One example occurred
in 1997, when taxpayers learned that the
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Social Security Administration (SSA) was
providing tax data about individual taxpay-
ers over the Internet. The SSA argued that
because taxpayers would be obliged to enter
their name, date and state of birth, and
mother’s maiden name before they could
download their private information, their
information would be secure. While such
“security” may have been good enough for
government work, the flak from taxpayers
(plus the prospect of a Senate investigation)
persuaded the agency to amend the system.2

The Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) is another security naïf. Until mid-
1997, the SEC routinely collected Social
Security numbers (SSNs) on filings that were
then made available on its website. It had to
revise its procedures to accommodate pri-
vacy concerns. “With the growth of the
EDGAR database, and its availability to mil-
lions of viewers on the commission’s Web
site, the commission is concerned that these
numbers are too readily available,” said the
SEC in explaining the rule change. “The use-
fulness of Social Security numbers filers vol-
untarily provide on these forms is out-
weighed by the risk of misuse created by the
disclosure of those numbers.” Yet a few
years later the SEC had yet to remove or
modify older documents on the site that still
displayed SSNs. The SEC would not even
black out the numbers on the screen. SEC
spokesman John Heine told reporters, “We
can’t alter those forms. They are a matter of
public record.”3

Nonchalance with Records
In his book A Law Unto Itself, David

Burnham notes that one of the areas in
which the Internal Revenue Service has
demonstrated “considerable nonchalance is
in its protection of the confidential informa-
tion it collects on the financial, medical, and
other personal secrets of every taxpayer.”
This is despite the fact that the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 “sets a high legal standard for
the IRS: Personal tax return information is
not to be disclosed to any other organiza-
tion or person except in certain precisely
defined situations. The law made it a crime

for any IRS employee to violate these
rules.”4

Burnham found that, as late as 1989
(when his book was published) it was all too
easy to tap into the IRS’s computers—
though, until then, there had been only one
reported instance of a hacker’s doing so. A
greater risk for taxpayers is that an
employee entitled to access the data will do
so for personal reasons. Despite recurring
instances of illicit “browsing,” until recently
agents caught doing this could not be prose-
cuted unless they had also revealed the infor-
mation to others. In 1997 the First Court of
Appeals dismissed a case against an IRS
agent on those grounds.5 Partly as a result,
Congress tightened the law. Even if invasive
browsing is technically prohibited, however,
there is not much a victim can do unless he
first knows that it is going on. The deck is
somewhat stacked against victims of the
government anyway. IRS personnel, like
those of other high-power federal agencies,
often feel free to act above the law; and even
when chastised for doing so, they often get
little more than a slap on the wrist.

Sometimes bureaucrats are more than
nosy or careless; sometimes they are outright
criminal. In 1996 the government accused a
gang of clerks at the Social Security Admin-
istration of appropriating the data of more
than 11,000 people. The clerks had sold the
information to crooks, who used it to acti-
vate stolen credit cards. The legitimate card-
holders soon found themselves encumbered
with huge unexpected bills.6

Policemen and others in law enforcement
have also pilfered databases—in pursuit of
personal, political, and criminal ends. In
quest of a girlfriend, an Australian police-
man performed thousands of unofficial
searches of a police database. He later
claimed that many of the searches were
“training exercises.”7 Police in Highland,
Indiana, were excluded from an FBI data-
base after officers were accused of repeatedly
abusing their access.8 The Shawnee County,
Kansas, sheriff’s department was investi-
gated for running criminal background
checks on organizers of a campaign to recall
the sheriff.9 A sheriff’s lieutenant in Mary-
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land was charged with plundering a data-
base to help out local Democrats.10 A former
FBI agent teamed up with a worker in the
Nevada attorney general’s office to sell infor-
mation from the FBI’s database to the
mob.11 A Detroit police officer tapped into
the Law Enforcement Information Network
and other police databases to investigate his
wife and her acquaintances; he was later sus-
pected of complicity in her murder.12

There are many other cases.

Public-Private Cooperation
When confidential data isn’t being scav-

enged by rogue employees, it may be given or
sold by management itself. Government agen-
cies sell personal information to private firms
and vice versa, usually without the knowledge
and permission of the persons involved. For
example, Maryland state employees sold pri-
vate information on Medicaid recipients,
including their Social Security numbers, to
HMOs seeking new customers.13 Some such
abuses may be illicit, but others are just stan-
dard operating procedure.

Cash-strapped state governments will sell
driver’s-license data if they can. In 1999 the
New Hampshire firm Image Data was nego-
tiating to buy the driver’s-license databases
of five states, and planned to acquire the
databases of all the states, until public objec-
tions killed the effort, at least temporarily.
South Carolina Attorney General Charlie
Condon filed a lawsuit to prevent the federal
law that authorized the sale of private dri-
ver’s license information from going into
effect.14 It turned out that Image Data was
funded largely by the federal government,
and that the Secret Service was involved in
the development.15 The goal was to create a
national database of driver information and
photos that would be at the disposal of the
federal government, as well as perhaps
retailers cashing checks.16 According to
Image Data, its intention was to prevent
fraud and tighten privacy safeguards.17

Money is not always an incentive. In the
wake of 9/11, many private organizations
have been eager to hand over entire data-
bases to the government to help in the fight

against terror. For example, based on mere
vague threats of an attack that might involve
skin-diving terrorists, the Professional Asso-
ciation of Diving Instructors (PADI) gave its
entire membership database to law enforce-
ment—even though it had not yet been
obliged to do so by court order, subpoena,
or other legal compulsion.18 Any prior
respect for the privacy of its members was
apparently now moot. Over the past year
and a half, vague terrorist threats have
encompassed virtually every aspect of Amer-
ica, from trains to apartment houses.
According to the reasoning followed by the
officers of PADI, no firm or organization
whatever could be justified in declining a
polite request from the government to
inspect the private information of its cus-
tomers or members.

And once government gets our informa-
tion, it is all too liberal about redistributing
it. Devon Herrick, a researcher with the
National Center for Policy Analysis, notes
that people “face a greater threat to their
privacy from government than from the pri-
vate sector. In general, people have little or
no control over what information is col-
lected, how much is shared or how securely
it is stored. If a business refuses to keep pri-
vate information about one’s consumer pref-
erences secure, consumers can take their
business elsewhere. But they hardly have the
same opportunity when it comes to the
Department of Motor Vehicles or the Inter-
nal Revenue Service. Government (federal,
state and local) collects and shares more per-
sonal information about individuals than
any other entity.” Herrick pointed out that
the privacy organization Privacilla “found
that during an 18-month period beginning in
September 1999, federal agencies announced
47 times that they would exchange and
merge personal information from databases
about American citizens.”19

The conduct of both private and govern-
mental entities suggests that, even if the
data-scavenging regime imagined by
Poindexter did somehow nip in the bud the
bomb-throwing breed of terrorism, it would
also increase everyone’s vulnerability to
cyber-blundering, cyber-crime, and cyber-
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terrorism. The privacy-violating character of
the government’s reporting requirements for
private transactions (such as for all bank
transactions of $10,000 or more), though
egregious, has until now been mitigated by
the fact that the information collected is not
generally available except to the clerks shuf-
fling the data, investigators pursuing a spe-
cific case, bureaucrats pursuing a vendetta,
and possibly hackers. Under the TIA regime,
all that would change. Not only would the
centralized depository required by such a
regime present a more inviting cyber-target
than ever; the costs paid by the victims of
successful hacks would be greater than ever
as well. And how hard would it be, really,
for a determined cyber-terrorist to get a job
as a clerk where he could do a lot of dam-
age? It’s not as if you’d need only three or
four people to maintain the TIA database.

Brave New World
The creators of Total Information Aware-

ness claim that if their dream is realized, pri-
vacy would be respected and security proto-
cols would be ironclad. But no database,
regardless of purpose or public assurances,
can be entirely secure from careless or
unscrupulous persons. Even the most robust
security system is susceptible to an inside
job—or to typos. No matter how heavily
armored, no functioning database can be
entirely sealed off from intrusion. The rea-
son is that every database must be capable of
being read and updated. Someone is doing
the reading; someone is doing the updating.
Many of these people are ordinary clerks.

In the best of all possible national-identifi-
cation regimes, the people entering and safe-
guarding our data would be invariably care-
ful, sensible, and honest, never violating the
implicit trust in them. But we know that this
is not the case. It might be reasonable to
expect a high level of trust when requested
information is specific to a given transaction,
provided voluntarily, and safeguarded by
persons who can be held accountable. But
the many and growing documented cases of
abuse by those entrusted with our data,
especially when that information is grabbed

and transferred by force, show that this is
not a reasonable expectation. Even suppos-
ing the TIA protocols to be more “secure”
than what the Social Security Administration
or motor vehicle departments consider to be
“secure,” it will still be the case that the per-
sons whose privacy and security are at stake
would not be allowed any choice in the 
matter. Robbing the individual of his free-
dom to make those decisions himself—deci-
sions about who gets his private information
and under what circumstances—can only
render his private affairs less secure and
more vulnerable.

Of course, in the new surveillance regime,
the problems caused by errors, dishonesty,
or lack of accountability would only be
exacerbated for those saddled with the
“wrong” national or ethnic background, or
with the unfortunate necessity of having to
conduct “unusual,” flag-raising bank trans-
actions.

In April 2002 almost half of a group of
protesters on their way to Washington,
D.C., were forced to miss their flight because
their names were similar to names on a
watch list. One of the passengers was named
“Jacob Laden.”20 There could be lots of
trouble for certain people if a radical Islamic
terrorist ever decides to go by the name of
“John Smith.” These incidents are frequent
enough as it is. Imagine how many more
opportunities there would be for “profile
matches” if, down the road, airport security
personnel were able to check your ID against
all the varied information collected on you
in the Total Information Awareness data-
base.

We will not increase our personal security
by making it easier and easier for more and
more strangers to roam through our private
records. Given the potential for abuse, it
would be better if as little personal data as
possible were collected, tailored always to
the specific purposes of a transaction. Such
data as is collected should be treated as a
sacred trust. To decrease the likelihood and
costs of cyber-invasion, the security of exist-
ing databases should be fortified when nec-
essary. But except when criminal records are
involved, databases that are now segregated
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from each other must remain segregated. Yet
projects like the updated Computer-Assisted
Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS II) or
Total Information Awareness would send us
hurtling in the opposite direction, integrat-
ing all kinds of disparate, innocent private
data about us into a single centralized data-
base, in blatant violation of our rights. By
treating everybody as a suspect, such over-
reaching would turn everybody into a poten-
tial victim. And not on a temporary wartime
“emergency” basis, either. Once such data-
bases are created, they don’t fade away.
They just get copied and recopied.

Total Disinformation
Some have suggested that if the Total

Information Awareness program fails to
achieve its utopian goal of omniscience
about the motives underlying a citizen’s
transactions, it would pose little actual dan-
ger to our privacy.

In fact, only if the recommended database
is never built or used at all could there be no
danger to us. We must not forget that many
in government have hoped to create a cen-
tralized, comprehensive national database
about all Americans and resident aliens at
least since the 1960s. These demands have
grown more insistent. National employment
databases, national medical databases,
national criminal databases, and others have
already been created. The dream is to blend
all these separate resources into a single 
centralized one. The existence of a now-
universal data tag like the Social Security
number has made it possible to collate and
retrieve all this information in a single
scoop, without complicated algorithms or
sophisticated artificial intelligence. Certainly
the data storage problem has been solved;
computer memory grows cheaper and more
powerful every year. Whether or not the
desired data-mining software can be pro-
grammed, the only real impediments to cre-
ating the database that now remain are
political and cultural: the stubborn assump-
tion of so many Americans that they have
rights.

Now is the time to appeal to that indepen-

dent spirit. Sooner or later, the database
would be used for many other purposes
besides second-guessing terrorists—who, one
must assume, would do their best to avoid fit-
ting the profile (and who need accomplish
their goals only once in any case). A national
ID card—the final nail in the coffin of our
right to roam unhindered as free men and
women—would be a natural next step. Once
a centralized database of all our transactions
is built, it will be that much easier to impose
such a card—even if those who authorize and
erect the database promise that it will never
be used for that purpose. Even if such
promises are made in good faith, the people
shaping policy today will not be shaping pol-
icy tomorrow.

The complex data-mining that Poindexter
wants to install is a massive endeavor that
will take years of arduous work to accom-
plish, if it can be accomplished at all. Imple-
mentation will require additional authoriza-
tion from Congress. But we can hardly be
optimistic that the legislators will suddenly
“see the light” if they fail to quash the pro-
ject before TIA becomes operational. CAPPS
II is similarly intrusive, and much closer to
launch date; meanwhile, its predecessor has
been in use for years. The principle of such
intrusive data-canvassing is thus already
widely accepted. Certainly, notwithstanding
periodic controversies about the privacy
issues involved, congressmen have allowed
many of the intrusions to persist. Indeed,
they have often inaugurated them.

Before the Homeland Security Act was
passed last fall, some feared that it would
authorize not only the funding of TIA devel-
opment—already being funded anyway to
the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars
over the next three years—but also its ulti-
mate implementation. Getting TIA on line
would require the power to order all banks,
phone companies, credit-card companies,
Internet service providers, and the like to
hand over all their records, without ever
being served with legal papers. Such author-
ity might well have been explicitly stipulated
in the Act had not New York Times colum-
nist William Safire and others spread the
alarm prior to the bill’s final passage.
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Last year former representative and
majority leader Dick Armey stressed that the
Act “does not authorize, fund or move into
the [homeland security] department any-
thing like [TIA]”; and that the use of data-
mining tools in the bill are “intended solely
to authorize the use of advanced tech-
niques to sift through existing intelligence
data, not to open a new method of intruding
lawful, everyday transactions of American
citizens.”21

Armey’s characterization of the Home-
land Security Act may be technically correct.
But we know that some of the required
authority already exists de facto (for exam-
ple, insofar as banks are required to report
certain kinds of financial transactions of
their customers to the government, employ-
ers are required to report on their new
employees to help build a national employee
database, and so on). And the Homeland
Security Act as passed provides for a “Direc-
torate for Information Analysis and Infra-
structure Protection,” which would be
empowered to “access, receive, and analyze
law enforcement information, intelligence
information, and other information from
agencies of the Federal Government, State
and local government agencies, and private
sector entities, and to integrate such infor-
mation in order to . . . detect and identify
threats of terrorism against the United
States.”22

What this broad mandate will mean when
it comes to seizing private data remains to be
seen. It is true that eventual congressional
authorization (whether tacit or explicit) of a
ready-to-roll TIA program is not inevitable.
But it is hard to see what principled objec-
tion the national lawmakers could raise in
light of the precedents they have already
sanctioned. If Total Information Awareness
is to be stopped, it will most likely be
stopped not by the principles or natural
inclinations of politicians, but by the princi-
ples and protests of constituents. �
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